A new doctorate in sciences of religion-s at UCLouvain!

Areas

- Christianity(ies), Islam(s), Judaism(s), Buddhism, Hinduism
- spirituality, new religions, fundamentalisms
- secularity, agnosticism, atheism, laicity
- values, rites, beliefs, communities

Approaches

- sociology, anthropology, political sciences
- psychology, medicine, education
- law, criminology, demography, economy
- philosophy, history, arts, literature

Aims

Acquisition of solid expertise and making advances in the scientific understanding of religious phenomena

- in their complexity
- in their imbrication with the life of individuals, cultures, and societies
- in interaction with the respective religious traditions

In practice

60 credits of doctoral training: seminars, courses, scientific writing and communication

4 years or equivalent of a doctoral pathway

- entering in the prestigious tradition of a historical European University
- being inserted into one of the numerous dynamic research groups
- becoming actor of the international research: studies, publications, collaborations
- acquiring a professional plus-value
- refining a spirit of citizenship in commitment within a changing world

More information

- doctorate at the UCL in general: [www.uclouvain.be/doctorat.html](http://www.uclouvain.be/doctorat.html)